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II Lincoln Laboratory has investigated the development of a system that can
automatically identify the language of a speech utterance. To perform the task
of automatic language identification, we have experimented with four
approaches: Gaussian mixture model classification; single-language phone
recognition followed by language modeling (PRLM); parallel PRLM, which
uses multiple single-language phone recognizers, each trained in a different
language; and language-dependent parallel phone recognition. These four
approaches, which span a wide range of training requirements and levels of
recognition complexity, were evaluated with the Oregon Graduate Institute
Multi-Language Telephone Speech Corpus. Our results show that the three
systems with phone recognizers achieved higher performance than the simpler
Gaussian mixture classifier. The top-performing system was parallel PRLM,
which performed two-language, closed-set, forced-choice classification with a
2% error rate for 45-sec utterances and a 5% error rate for lO-sec utterances.
For eleven-language classification, parallel PRLM exhibited an 11% error rate
for 45-sec utterances and a 21% error rate for 10-sec utterances.

SPEECH IS ONE OF THE MOST natural and effi
cient means for communicating information
among a group ofpeople. Because speech com

munication is ubiquitous, researchers have made sig
nificant efforts to create methods for automatically
extracting the fundamental information that a speech
utterance conveys. Figure 1 illustrates how a set of
four prototypical speech-information extraction
modules might be configured. These modules include
speech recognition (or word transcription), topic
identification, language identification, and speaker
recognition. What is usually termed "automatic
speech recognition," i.e., computer analysis of the
speech waveform for the purpose ofproducing a writ
ten transcription, has received significant attention
over the past three decades. As previously reported in
this journal, the Speech Systems Technology group at
Lincoln Laboratory has developed techniques for ob-

taining such word-by-word transcriptions of speech
utterances [1]. Often, however, we would like to con
sider the word-by-word transcription as merely an
intermediate representation in a more elaborate com
puter-based speech-understanding system-a system
that understands the semantic meaning of what is
being spoken. While wide-domain, general-purpose
speech-understanding systems do not yet exist, we
have begun to address simpler, more narrowly defined
speech-understanding problems. For example, we
have reported on research and development of sys
tems that can automatically determine the topic of a
speech conversation [2].

In addition to the word transcription and the se
mantic meaning of a speech utterance, there are other
pieces of information present in an utterance that we
might like to extract automatically. For example, we
have built systems that can recognize and verify the
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1-----------.... Language name
("English")

1-.-----------.... Word transcription
("Meet me at noon")

Topic of conversation
(" Appointment
scheduling")

Topic
identification

Speech
recognition

Language
identificationTelephone channel

Speaker
recognition

1-----------.... Speaker identity
("James Wilson")

FIGURE 1. A set of four speech-information extraction modules applied to a speech utterance spoken over a telephone
channel. Speech utterances convey many different types of information that can be detected automatically, including
the words that were spoken, the topic of the utterance, the language that was spoken, and the identity of the speaker.
This article describes the module for automatic language identification.

identity of the speaker from his or her voice. Such a
system is discussed in a companion article by Douglas
A. Reynolds in this issue [3]. A telated task of identi
fying the language of a speech utterance has been un
der investigation for the past four years. It is auto
matic language identification (ID) that is the primary
focus of this paper.

Language-ID applications fall into two main cat
egories: preprocessing for machine systems and pre
processing for human listeners. In an example of pre
processing for machine systems suggested by T.].
Hazen and vw. Zue, the hotel lobby or international
airport of the future might employ a multilingual
voice-controlled travel-information retrieval system
[4], as shown in Figure 2. If no mode of input other
than speech is used, then the system must be capable
ofdetermining the language of the speech commands
either while it is recognizing the commands or before
it has recognized the commands. Determining the
language during recognition would require many
speech recognizers (one for each language) running in
parallel. Because tens or even hundreds of input lan-

guages would need to be supported, the cost of the re
quired real-time hardware might prove prohibitive.
Alternatively; a language-ID system could be run in
advance of the speech recognizer. In this case, the lan
guage-ID system would quickly list the most likely
languages of the speech commands, after which the
few most appropriate language-dependent speech
recognition models could be loaded and run on the
available hardware. A final language-ID determina
tion would be made only after speech recognition was
complete.

Figure 3 illustrates an example of the second cat
egory of language-ID applications-preprocessing
for human listeners. In this case, language ID is used
to route an incoming telephone call to a human
switchboard operator fluent in the corresponding lan
guage. Such scenarios are already occurring today: for
example, AT&T offers the Language Line interpreter
service to, among others, police departments han
dling emergency calls. When a caller to Language
Line does not speak English, a human operator must
attempt to route the call to the appropriate inter-
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Speaker in an
international

setting

Speech Language-ID
system

Acoustic and
language

Top three language model library
hypotheses

Afrikaans
1 German Albanian
2 Dutch ------t.~1 Arabic
3 English Azerbaijani

Dutch I
English I
German I

Speech-recog nition
system loaded with

Dutch models

Speech-recog nition
system loaded with

English models

Speech-recog nition
system loaded with

German models Top three
language
models

r--------,
I Dutch I

: transcription :
L J

English
transcription

German
transcription

FIGURE 2. A language-identification (I D) system as a front end to a set of real-time speech recognizers. The language
ID system outputs its three best guesses of the language of the spoken message (in this case, German, Dutch, and En
glish). Real-time speech recognizers are loaded with models for these three languages and make the final language-I D
decision (in this case, Dutch) after decoding the speech utterance.

English-speaking operator

r--------,
, I

German-speaking caller ,I
'-- .. , Language-ID-based __---~I :

router , I
I I

IL -1

German-speaking operator

Spanish-speaking operator

FIGURE 3. A language-I D system as a front end to a multili ngual grou p of directory-assistance or emergency operators.
The language-ID system routes an incoming call to a switchboard operator fluent in the corresponding language.
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preter. Much of the process is trial and error (for ex
ample, recordings of greetings in various languages
can be used) and can require connections to several
human interpreters before the appropriate person is
found. As recently reported by Y.K. Muthusamy [5],
when callers to Language Line do not speak English,
the delay in finding a suitable interpreter can be on
the order of minutes, which could prove devastating
in an emergency. Thus a language-IO system that can
quickly determine the most likely languages of the
incoming speech might be used to reduce the time
required to find an appropriate interpreter by one or
two orders of magnitude.

Although research and development of automatic
language-IO systems have been in progress for the
past twenty years, publications have been sparse. The
next section, entitled "Historical Background," be
gins with a brief discussion of previous work. This
discussion does not provide a quantitative report on
the performance of each of these systems because,
until recently, a standard multi-language evaluation
corpus that could allow a fair comparison among the
systems did not exist. The section entitled "Language
ID Cues" describes several cues that humans and ma
chines use for identifying languages. Knowledge of
these cues, which are key elements that distinguish
one language from another, is useful in developing
specific automatic algorithms. Next, the section en
titled "Algorithms" describes each of the four lan
guage-IO approaches that are the main focus of this
work: Gaussian mixture model (GMM) classification
[6-8], single-language phone recognition followed by
language modeling (PRLM) [9-11], parallel PRLM
[9], and language-dependent parallel phone recogni
tion (PPR) [12-13]. (A phone is the realization of an
acoustic-phonetic unit or segment; a phoneme is an
underlying mental representation of a phonological
unit in a language [14]. See the glossary on the fol
lowing page.) Because the four approaches have dif
ferent levels of computational complexity and train
ing-data requirements, our goal was to study the
performance of the systems while considering the ease
with which they could be trained and run.

The section entitled "Speech Corpus" reviews the
organization of the Oregon Graduate Institute Multi
Language Telephone Speech (OGI-TS) Corpus [15],
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which has become a standard for evaluating language
10 systems. We used the OGI-TS corpus to evaluate
our four processing systems. At the start of our work,
the corpus comprised speech from approximately
ninety speakers in each of ten languages. Since then,
the numbers of speakers and languages have both
grown. The section entitled "Experiments and Re
sults" reports the language-IO performance of the
four systems that we tested on the OGI-TS corpus,
and the section entitled ''Additional Experiments"
presents results ofsubsequent work that sought to im
prove the best system of the four approaches. Finally,
the section entitled "Summary" reviews the results of
our work, discusses the implications of this work, and
suggests future research directions.

Historical Background

Research in automatic language ID from speech has a
history extending back at least twenty years. Until re
cently, a comparison of the performance of these sys
tems was difficult because few of the algorithms had
been evaluated on common corpora. Thus what fol
lows is a brief description of some representative sys
tems without much indication of their quantitative
performance. (For further detail, see Muthusamy's re
cent review oflanguage-IO systems [5].)

Most language-ID systems operate in two phases:
training and recognition. During the training phase,
the typical system is presented with examples of
speech from a variety of languages. Some systems re
quire only the digitized speech utterances and the cor
responding true identities of the languages being spo
ken. More complicated language-IO systems may
require either (1) a phonetic transcription (sequence
ofsymbols representing the sounds spoken), or (2) an
orthographic transcription (the text of the words spo
ken) along with a phonemic transcription dictionary
(mapping ofwords to prototypical pronunciation) for
each training utterance. Figure 4 shows an example of
a transcribed utterance from the English speech cor
pus developed by Texas Instruments, Inc. and MIT
(TIMIT) [16]. Producing these transcriptions and
dictionaries is an expensive and time-consuming pro
cess that usually requires a skilled linguist fluent in
the language of interest.

For each language, the training speech is analyzed
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GLOSSARY

cepstrum the inverse Fourier transform of the log
magnitude spectrum. Feature vectOrs of cepstral
coefficients are used for many speech processing
applications.

decode to convert speech into a phonetic, phone
mic, or orthographic transcription

GMM Gaussian mixture model: a parameterized
probability density function comprising multiple
underlying weighted Gaussian densities in which
the weights sum to one.

HMM hidden Markov model: the most common
approach for modeling speech production for the
purposes of speech recognition

language ID the automatic identification (by a
machine) of the language of a speech utterance

mel scale a scale that has linear frequency spacing
below 1000 Hz and logarithmic spacing above
1000 Hz. This scaling is motivated by the con
struction and function of the periphery of the hu
man auditory system.

n-gram a sequence of n symbols

orthographic transcription a word-by-word tran
script ofspeech

phone a realization of acoustic-phonetic units or
segments. A phone is the actual sound produced
when a speaker means to produce a phoneme. For
example, the phones that comprise the word cel
ebrate might be Is eh 1 ax bel b r ey q/.

phoneme an underlying mental representation of
a phonological unit in a language. For example,

the phonemes that comprise the word celebrate are
Is eh 1 ix b r ey t/. ote: There are
about forty phonemes in the English language.)

phonemic transcription or expansion a mapping
ofa word to its prototypical pronunciation or pro
nunciations, as would be found in a dictionary.
Unfortunately, because of factors such as the
speaker's accent, educational level, and age, as well
as the context of the communication, words are
nor always pronounced according to their dictio
nary expansIOns.

phonetic transcription the sequence of phones
spoken in a speech utterance

phonotactics the language-specific rules that gov
ern which phonemes may follow other phonemes

spectrum the representation of a signal in the fre
quency domain. In speech processing, spectra are
often calculated with a short-time Fourier trans
form every 10 msec. A 20-msec window is used so
that the speech signal is relatively stationary
within the 20-msec window.

tokenize to convert an input waveform to a se
quence of phone symbols

Viterbi decoding a procedure for finding the hid
den sequence of phones (and states within a
phone) most likely to have produced the observed
sequence of feature vectors

~-law the orth American telephone standard for
representing a speech waveform with 8-bit codes
at an 8-kHz rate. The coding is logarithmic rather
than linear to minimize the effect of the quantiza
tlon error.
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Phonetic transcri ption
for "celebrate":

s EH I l I AX IscLisl R I EY I Q

Phonemic (dictionary)
transcription for "celebrate": S EH l IX S R EY T

FIGURE 4. An example of a transcribed utterance from the English speech corpus developed by Texas Instruments, Inc.
and MIT (TIMIT). The example speech utterance is the sentence "Help celebrate your brother's success." Included are
the orthographic transcription of the sentence and phonetic and phonemic transcriptions of the word "celebrate." The
phonetic codes are self-explanatory except for AX, which is a schwa; SCl, which is the closure silence preceding the S
sound; and 0, which is a glottal stop.

and one or more models are produced. These models,
which are intended to represent some set oflanguage
dependent fundamental characteristics of the training
speech, can then be used in the recognition phase of
the language-ID process. During recognition, a new
utterance is compared to each of the language-depen
dent models. The likelihood that the new utterance

was spoken in the same language as the speech used to

train each model is computed, and the maximum
likelihood model is found. The language of the
speech that was used to train the maximum-likeli
hood model is then hypothesized as the language of
the utterance.

The earliest automatic language-ID systems used
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the following procedure: examine training speech (ei
ther manually or automatically); extract and store a
set of prototypical spectra (each computed from
about 10 msec of the training speech) for each lan
guage; analyze and compare test speech to the sets of
prototypical spectra; and classifY the test speech on
the basis of the results of the comparison. For ex
ample, in a system proposed by R.G. Leonard and
G.R. Doddington [17-20], spectral feature vectors
extracted from training messages were scanned by the
researchers for regions of stability and for regions of
very rapid change. Such regions, thought to be in
dicative of a specific language, were used as exemplars
for template-matching the test data. After this initial
work, researchers tended to focus on automatic spec
tral feature extraction, unsupervised training, and
maximum-likelihood recognition. D. Cimarusti [21],

J.T. Foil [22], F.J. Goodman [23], and M. Sugiyama
[24J all built systems that automatically extracted ex
emplar spectra from the training speech and classified
test speech on the basis of its similarity to the training
exemplars. In a related approach, L. Riek [6], S.
Nakagawa [7], and M.A. Zissman [8J applied
Gaussian mixture model classifiers to language identi
fication. Described more fully in the section entitled
''Algorithms,'' Gaussian mixture model classification
is (in some sense) a generalization of exemplar extrac
tion and matching.

In an effort to move beyond low-level spectral
analysis, Muthusamy [25J built a neural-network
based multi-language segmentation system that was
capable of partitioning a speech signal into sequences
of seven broad phonetic categories. For each ut
terance, the category sequences were then converted
to 194 features that could be used for language
identification.

Whereas the language-ID systems described above
perform primarily static classification, other systems
have used hidden Markov models (HMM) [26J to
model sequential characteristics of speech produc
tion. HMM-based language ID was first proposed by
A.S. House and E.P. Neuburg [27], who created a dis
crete-observation ergodic HMM that took sequences
of speech symbols as input and produced a source
language hypothesis as output. The system derived
training and test symbol sequences from published

phonetic transcriptions of text. M. Savic [28J, Riek
[6], Nakagawa [7], and Zissman [8J all applied
HMMs to feature vectors derived automatically from
the speech signal. In these systems, HMM training
was performed on unlabeled training speech, i.e.,
speech that was not labeled either orthographically or
phonetically. Riek and Zissman found that HMM
systems trained in this unsupervised manner did not
perform as well as some of the static classifiers they
had been testing. Nakagawa, however, eventuallyob
tained better performance from his HMM approach
than from his static approaches [29J. In related re
search, K.-P. Li and T.J. Edwards [30J segmented in
coming speech into six broad acoustic-phonetic
classes. Finite-state models were then used to model
class-transition probabilities as a function of lan
guage. Li has also developed a new language-ID sys
tem based on the examination and coding of spectral
syllabic features [31 J.

Recently, language-ID researchers have proposed
systems that are trained with multi-language, pho
netically labeled corpora. L.P. Lamel and J.-L.
Gauvain have found that likelihood scores from lan
guage-dependent phone recognizers are capable of
discriminating between speech read from English and
French texts [32], as did Muthusamy on English-ver
sus-Japanese spontaneous telephone speech [13J.
This type of system is covered in the section entitled
''Algorithms.'' In other work, O. Andersen [33J and
K.M. Berkling [34J have explored the possibility of
finding and using only those phones which best dis
criminate between language pairs. Although initially
such systems were constrained to operate only when
phonetically transcribed training speech was avail
able, R.C.P. Tucker [IIJ and Lamel [35J have utilized
single-language phone recognizers to label multilin
gual training-speech corpora, which have then been
used to train language-dependent phone recognizers
for language ID. In other research, S. Kadambe [36J
has studied the effect ofapplying a lexical access mod
ule after phone recognition to spot (in some sense)
words in the phone sequences.

A related approach has been to use a single-lan
guage phone recognizer as a front end to a system that
uses phonotactic scores to perform language ID.
Phonotactics are the language-dependent set of con-
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straints specifying which phonemes are allowed to
follow other phonemes. For example, the German
word spiel, which is pronounced ISH P IY LI and
might be spelled shpeel in English, begins with a con
sonant cluster ISH P I that is rare in English. (Note:
The consonant cluster ISH P I can occur in English
only if one word ends in I SHI and the next begins
with Ip I, or in a compound word like flashpoint.)
This approach is reminiscent of the work of R.J.
D'Amore [37-38J, J.c. Schmitt [39], and M.
Damashek [40], who used n-gram (i.e., a sequence of
n symbols) analysis of text documents to perform lan
guage and topic identification and clustering. T.A.
Albina [41J extended the same technique to cluster
speech utterances according to topic. By tokenizing
the speech message, i.e., by converting the input
waveform to a sequence ofphone symbols, we can use
the statistics of the resulting symbol sequences to per
form either language or topic identification. Hazen
[9], Zissman [10], Tucker [11], and M.A. Lund [42J
have all developed such language-ID systems by using
single-language front-end phone recognizers.
Zissman [lOJ and Y. Yan [43J have extended this
work to multiple single-language front ends for which
there need not be a front end in each language to be
identified. Meanwhile, Hazen [4J has pursued a
single multi-language front-end phone recognizer.
Examples of some of these types of systems are ex
plored more fully below.

Prosodic features such as duration, pitch, and stress
have also been used to distinguish one language from
another automatically. For example, S. Hutchins [44J
successfully applied prosodic features in two-language
applications, e.g., distinguishing between English
versus Spanish, or English versus Japanese.

Finally, within the past year, efforts at a number of
sites have focused on the use of continuous-speech
recognition systems for language ID [45J. In these
systems, one speech recognizer per language is created
during training. Each of these recognizers is then run
in parallel during testing. The recognizer yielding the
output with the highest likelihood is selected as the
winner, and the language used to train that recognizer
is the hypothesized language of the utterance. Such
systems promise high-quality language-ID results be
cause they use higher-level knowledge (words and
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word sequences) rather than lower-level knowledge
(phones and phone sequences) to make the language
ID decision. Furthermore, a transcription of the ut
terance can be output as a by-product oflanguage ID.
On the other hand, continuous-speech-recognition
systems would require many hours of labeled training
data in each language to be identified, and they are
also the most computationally complex of the algo
rithms proposed.

Language-ID Cues

Humans and machines can use a variety of cues to
distinguish one language from another. The reader is
referred to the linguistics literature [46, 47, and 14J
for in-depth discussions ofhow specific languages dif
fer from one another, and to Muthusamy [48], who
has measured how well humans can perform language
ID. We know that the following characteristics differ
from language to language:
• Phonology. Phone/phoneme sets are different

from one language to another even though
many languages share a common subset of
phones/phonemes. Phone/phoneme frequen
cies can also differ; i.e., a phone can occur in
two languages, but it might be more frequent in
one language than the other. In addition,
phonotactics, i.e., the rules governing the se
quences of allowable phones/phonemes, can be
different, as can be the prosodics.

• Morphology. Word roots and lexicons are usually
different in different languages. Each language
has its own vocabulary, and its own manner of
forming words.

• Syntax. The sentence patterns are different from
one language to another. Even when two lan
guages share a word, e.g., the word bin in En
glish ("container") and German (a form of the
verb "to be"), the sets ofwords that precede and
follow the word will be different.

• Prosody. Duration characteristics, pitch con
tours, and stress patterns are different from one
language to another.
At present all automatic language-ID systems of

which the author is aware take advantage of one or
more of these sets of language characteristics in dis
criminating one language from another.
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Algorithms

The algorithms described in the section entitled "His
torical Background" have various levels of computa
tional complexity and different requirements for the
training data. Our primary goal in this work was to
evaluate a few of these techniques in a consistent
manner to compare their language-ID capabilities.
We tested four language-ID algorithms: (1) Gaussian
mixture modeling, (2) single-language phone recog
nition followed by language modeling, (3) parallel
phone recognition followed by language modeling,
and (4) parallel phone recognition. Each of these sys
tems is described in detail in this section. The descrip

tions are preceded by a discussion of the conversion of
speech to feature vectors, which is a process common
to all four algorithms.

Digitized telephone speech-.-
Speech-activity detection

r--------- ---------.

Discrete Fourier transform

Preemphasis

Inverse cosine transform

Relative spectral methodology

Log ( )

Cepstral
feature
vectors

Delta-cepstral
feature
vectors

Time differencing

Mel-scale weighting I
IL_________ _ ~

FIGURE 5. The acoustic preprocessing used to convert
telephone speech into feature vectors. Digitized tele
phone speech is passed through a mel-scale filter bank
(indicated by the dashed lines above), from which
cepstral and delta-cepstral feature vectors are created.
A speech activity detector automatically removes silence
from the speech, and relative spectral methodology
helps remove telephone-channel effects.

Converting Telephone Speech into Feature vectors

Before either training or recognition can be per
formed on a speech utterance, the speech waveforms
must be converted from their digital waveform repre
sentations (usually 16-bit linear or 8-bit .u-Iaw
encodings) to one or more streams of feature vectors.
Figute 5 shows a diagram of the mel-scale filter bank
that performs this conversion. By using a 20-msec
window, the acoustic preprocessing produces one
mel-scale cepstral observation vector every 10 msec.
This type of front-end processing was studied by S.B.
Davis and P. Mermelstein [49]; the version used at
Lincoln Laboratory for speech recognition, speaker
ID, and language ID was implemented by D.B. Paul
[1]. For language ID, only the lowest thirteen coeffi
cients of the mel-cepstrum are calculated (co through
cl2 ), thereby retaining information that relates to the
shape of the speaker's vocal tract while largely ignor
ing the excitation signal. The lowest cepstral coeffi
cient (co) is ignored because it contains only overall
energy-level information. The next twelve coefficients
(c j through cl2 ) form the cepstral feature vector. Be
cause the mel-scale cepstrum is a relatively orthogonal
feature set in that its coefficients tend not to be lin
early related, it has been used widely for many types
of digital speech processing.

Difference cepstra are also computed and modeled
as feature vectors in order to determine cepstral tran-
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smon information. A vector of cepstral differences
(~co through ~c12)' called the delta-cepstral vector, is
computed for every frame. The vector elements are

Note that ~co is typically included as part of the delta
cepstral vector, thus making thirteen coefficients alto
gether. For historical reasons relating to the use of tied
mixture GMM systems [50], we process this vector as
a separate independent stream of observations,
though it could be appended to the cepstral vector to
form a twenty-five-dimensional composite vector.

When training or test speech messages comprise
active speech segments separated by long regions of
silence, we train or test only on the active speech re
gions because the non-speech regions typically con
tain no language-specific information. The speech
activity detector we use was developed by D.A.
Reynolds for preprocessing speech in his speaker-ID
system [51]. To separate speech from silence, the de
tector relies on a time-varying estimate of the instan
taneous signal-to-noise ratio.

Because the cepstral feature vectors can be influ
enced by the frequency response of the communica
tions channel and because of the possibility that each
individual message might be collected over a channel
that is different from all other channels, we apply the
relative spectral (RASTA) methodology to remove
slowly varying linear channel effects from the raw fea
ture vectors [52]. In the process, each feature vector's
individual elements, considered to be separate
streams of data, are passed through identical filters to
remove near-DC components along with some
higher-frequency components. For each vector index
i, the RASTA-filtered coefficient c; is related to the
original coefficient ci as

where * denotes the convolution operation, and t is
the time index measured in frames. We use the
RASTA infinite impulse response filter:

-1 -3 -4

H( )
_ 2 + z - z - 2z

z - 0.1 X 4 1
Z - (l - 0.98z- )

The effect ofRASTA on language-ID performance is
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roughly comparable to removing the long-term
cepstral mean, but with the computational advantage
of requiring only a single pass over the input data.

Algorithm 1: Gaussian Mixture Model

A GMM language-ID system served as the simplest
algorithm for this study. As shown below, GMM lan
guage ID is motivated by the observation that differ
ent languages have different sounds and sound fre
quencies. GMM-based classification has been applied
to language ID at several sites [6-8].

Under the GMM assumption, each feature vector
V t at frame time t is assumed to be drawn randomly
according to a probability density that is a weighted
sum of unimodal multivariate Gaussian densities:

N

p(vtl A) =L wkbk(v t ),

k=l

where A is the set of model parameters {wk' J,Lk' Sk}'

k is the mixture index (l ~ k ~ N), Wk are the mixture
weights constrained such that

and bk are the multivariate Gaussian densities defined
by the means J,Lk and the covariance matrices Sk'

For each language l, two GMMs are created: one
for the set of cepstral feature vectors {x t } and one for
the set of delta-cepstral feature vectors {yJ The
GMMs are created as follows:
• Two independent streams of feature vectors are

extracted from training speech spoken in the
language l: centisecond mel-scale cepstra (c1

through cl2 ) and delta-cepstra (~co through
~cl2)' as described previously.

• A modified version of the Linde, Buza, and
Gray algorithm [53] is used to cluster each
stream of feature vectors, producing forty clus
ter centers for each stream (i.e., N = 40).

• Multiple iterations of the estimate-maximize al
gorithm are run by using the cluster centers as
initial estimates for the means J,Lk' For each
stream, this process produces a more likely set of

J,Lk' Sk' and Wk [54-55].
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During recognition, an unknown speech utterance
is classified by first converting the digitized waveform
to feature vectors and then by calculating the log like
lihood that the language l model produced the un
known speech utterance. The log likelihood L is de

fined as

L({X t' Yt } IAt 'A~e )
T

=I [logp(xt IAt) + 10gp(Yt IAte)}
t=l

suits in the highest likelihood is identified, and the
language of that model is selected as the language of
the message.

PRLM was motivated by a desire to use speech se
quence information in the language-ID process. We
view the approach as a compromise between (1) mod
eling the sequence information with HMMs trained
from unlabeled speech (such systems often perform

Input speech

where Al and A~care the cepstral GMM and delta
cepsrral GMM, respectively, for language l, and Tis
the total time of the utterance. Implicit in this equa
tion are the assumptions that the observations {x

t
} are

statistically independent of each other, the observa
tions {Yt} are statistically independent of each other,
and the two streams are jointly statistically indepen
dent of each other. The maximum-likelihood classi-.
fier hypothesizes l as the language of the unknown
utterance, where

Conversion to
feature vectors

Single-language
phone recognition

Hypothesized language

Sequence
of phones

Language-K
log likelihood

Maximum

... [L] [IH] [N]. ..

Language-A Language-B
log likelihood log likelihood

I
~ ~ ~

Language-A Language-B Language-K
n-gram n-gram ... n-gram
model model model

I I I

FIGURE 6. Phone recognition followed by language mod
eling (PRLM). A single-language phone recognizer is
used to lokenize the input speech, i.e., to convert the in
put waveform into a sequence of phone symbols. The
phone sequences are then analyzed by the n-gram ana
lyzer and a lang uage is hypothesized on the basis of
maximum likelihood.

Algorithm 2: Phone Recognition Followed by
Language Modeling

The second language-ID approach we tested com
prises a single-language phone recognizer followed by
language modeling with an n-gram analyzer, as shown
in Figure 6. In the PRLM system, training messages
in each language l are tokenized by a single-language
phone recognizer, the resulting symbol sequence asso
ciated with each of the training messages is analyzed,
and an n-gram probability-disrribution language
model is estimated for each language l. During recog
nition, a test message is tokenized and the likelihood
that its symbol sequence was produced in each of the
languages is calculated. The n-gram model that re-

The GMM system is simple to train because it re

quires neither an orthographic transcription nor pho
netic labeling of the training speech. The GMM
maximum-likelihood recognition is also simple: a C
implementation of a two-language classifier can be
run easily in real time on a Sun SPARCstation 10.

j = arg m,ax L({x t' Yt } IAt' Atc).
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no better than static classification [7-8]), and (2) em
ploying language-dependent parallel phone recog
nizers trained from labeled speech (such systems,
which are the subject of the subsection entitled ''Algo
rithm 4: Parallel Phone Recognition," can be difficult
to implement because labeled speech in every lan
guage of interest is often not available).

Though PRLM systems can employ a single-lan
guage phone recognizer trained from speech in any
language, we focused initially on English front ends
because labeled English speech corpora were the most
readily available. (Ultimately, we tested single-lan
guage front ends in six different languages.) The
phone recognizer, implemented with the Hidden
Markov Model Toolkit [56], is a network of context
independent phones (monophones) in which each
phone model contains three emitting states. In each
of the three states, the model "emits" an observation
vector, and the output vector probability densities are
modeled as GMMs with six underlying unimodal
Gaussian densities per state per stream. The observa
tion streams are the same cepstral and delta-cepstral
vectors that are used in the GMM system. Phone rec

ognition is performed via a Viterbi search using a
fully connected null-grammar network of mono
phones in which the search can exit from one
monophone and enter any other monophone. Phone
recognition, which dominates PRLM processing
time, takes about 1.5 times real time on a Sun
SPARCstation 10; i.e., a ten-second utterance takes
about fifteen seconds to process.

Using the English-phone recognizer as a front end,
we can train a language model for each language Iby
running training speech for the language 1 into the
phone recognizer and computing a model for the sta
tistics of the phone and phone sequences that are out
put by the recognizer. In the analysis, we count the
occutrences of n-grams: subsequences of n symbols
(phones, in this case). Language ID is performed by
accumulating a set of n-gram histograms, one per lan
guage, under the assumption that different languages
will have different n-gram histograms. We then use
interpolated n-gram language models [57] to ap
proximate the n-gram distribution as the weighted
sum of the probabilities of the n-gram, the (n - 1)
gram, the (n - 2)-gram, the (n - 3)-gram, and so on.
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An example for a bigram model (n = 2) is

P(wtl Wt_I' Wt-2' Wt-3' ...)

= a2 P (wt lwt-l) + a1P(wt ) + aoPo,

where W t _ 1 and W t are consecutive symbols observed
in the phone stream; the Pvalues are ratios of counts
observed in the training data, e.g.,

P(W Iw ) = C(wt_I' w t )
t t-I C( )'

Wt-I

where C(wt_1, w t ) is the number of times symbol
W t _ 1 is followed by W t ' and C(wt _ 1 ) is the number of
occurrences ofsymbol w

t
_ 1; Po is the reciprocal of the

number of symbol types; and the a values can either
be estimated iteratively with the estimate-maximize
algorithm so as to minimize perplexity, or they can be
set manually.

During recognition, the test utterances are first
passed through the front-end phone recognizer,
which produces a phone sequence

The log likelihood L that A.~g, the interpolated
bigram language model for language I, produced the
phone sequence Wis

T

L(WI A.~g) = L,.log p(wtl Wt_I' A.~g).
t=1

For language identification, we use the maxlmum
likelihood classifier decision rule, which hypothesizes
that the language of the unknown utterance is given

by

, I b1 = arg max L(W Xl).
L

On the basis of early experiments, we set n = 2,
~ =0.399, a l =0.6, and ao= 0.001 for all PRLM ex
periments because we found that peak performance
was obtained for values of a l and ~ in the range from
0.3 to 0.7. Thus far we have found little advantage to
using values of n greater than two, and this observa
tion is consistent with other sites [4]. (Though not
yet effective for PRLM-based language ID, trigrams
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Input speech

Conversion to
feature vectors

...[E] [&r]. ..

English phones
...[e] [j] [a]. ..

Japanese phones

Hypothesized language

...[1] [r] [e] ...
Spanish phones

Average the
corresponding
log likelihoods

FIGURE 7. Diagram of parallel PRLM. In this example, three single-language phone-recognition front ends (in English,
Japanese, and Spanish) are used in parallel to tokenize the in put speech. The phone sequences output by the front ends
are analyzed and a language (Farsi, French, or Tamil) is hypothesized. Note thatthe front-end recognizers do not need to
be trained in any of the languages to be recognized.

have been used successfully in other types of lan
guage-ID systems [36,29].) Our settings for values of
a and n are surely related to the amount of training
speech available; for example, we might weight the
higher-order a values more heavily as the amount of
training data increases.

Algorithm 3: Parallel PRLM

Although PRLM is an effective means of identifYing
the language of speech messages (as discussed in the
section entitled "Experiments and Results"), we know
that the sounds in the languages to be identified do
not always occur in the one language that is used to
train the front-end phone recognizer. Thus we look

for a way to incorporate phones from more than one
language into a PRLM-like system. For example,
Hazen has proposed to train a front-end recognizer
on speech from more than one language [4]. Alterna
tively, our approach is simply to run multiple PRLM
systems in parallel with the single-language front-end
recognizers each trained in a different language. This
approach requires that labeled training speech be
available in more than one language, although the
training speech does not need to be available for all,
or even any, of the languages to be recognized. Figure
7 shows an example of such a parallel PRLM system
[10]. In this example, we have access to labeled speech
corpora in English, Japanese, and Spanish, but the
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Process and pick maximum

Language-K
log likelihood

Input speech

Language-B
log likelihood

Language-A
log likelihood

~
Conversion to
feature vectors

t t
Language-A Language-B Language-K

phone phone phone
recognizer recognizer recognizer

and and and...
n-gram n-gram n-gram
model model model

I I I

Hypothesized language

aij = slog p(jl i),

tested such a parallel phone recognition (PPR) sys
tem, as shown in Figure 8. Previously, Lamel [12] and
Muthusamy [13] had proposed similar systems.

The language-dependent phone recognizers in the
PPR language-ID system have the same configuration
as the single-language phone recognizer used in
PRLM, with a few exceptions. First, the language
model is an integral part of the recognizer in the PPR
system, whereas it is a postprocessor in the PRLM
system. In the PPR system during recognition, the
interphone transition probability between two phone
models i and j is

FIGURE 8. Diagram of parallel phone recognition (PPR).
Several single-language phone-recognition front ends
are used in parallel. The likelihoods of the Viterbi paths
through each system are compared, from which a lan
guage is hypothesized.

task at hand is to perform language classification of
messages in Farsi, French, and Tamil.

To perform the classification, we first train three
separate PRLM systems: one with an English front
end, another with a Japanese front end, and one with
a Spanish front end. This parallel PRLM system
would have a total of nine n-gram language models
one for each language ro be identified (Farsi, French,
and Tamil) per each front end (English, Japanese,
Spanish). During recognition, a test message is pro
cessed by all three PRLM systems, and their outputs
are averaged in the log domain (multiplied in the lin
ear domain, as if each PRLM system were operating
independently) to calculate the overall language log
likelihood scores. Note that this approach extends
easily to any number of front ends. The only limita
tion is the number of languages for which labeled
training speech is available. The phone-recognizer pa
rameters (e.g., the number of states and the number
of Gaussian densities) used in parallel PRLM are
identical to those used in PRLM. Parallel PRLM pro
cessing time is approximately 1.5 times real time on a
Sun SPARCstation 10 per front-end phone recog
nizer; thus a system with phone recognizers in three
languages (e.g., English, Japanese, and Spanish)
would take approximately 4.5 times real time.

Algorithm 4: Parallel Phone Recognition

The PRLM and parallel PRLM systems perform pho
netic tokenization followed by phonotactic analysis.
Though this approach is reasonable when labeled
training speech is not available in each language to be
identified, the availability of such labeled training
speech broadens the scope of possible language-ID
strategies; for example, it becomes easy to train and
use integrated acousticlphonotactic models. If we al
low the phone recognizer to use the language-specific
phonotactic constraints during the Viterbi-decoding
process rather than applying those constraints after
phone recognition is complete (as is done in PRLM
and parallel PRLM), the most likely phone sequence
identified during recognition will be optimal with re
spect to some combination of both the acoustics and
phonotactics. The joint acoustic-phonotactic likeli
hood of that phone sequence would seem to be well
suited for language ID. Thus we have developed and
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where s is the grammar scale factor, and the Pvalues
are bigram probabilities derived from the training la
bels. On the basis of preliminary testing, s = 3 was
used in these experiments because performance was
seen to have a broad peak near this value. Another dif
ference between PRLM and PPR phone recognizers is
that, although both can use context-dependent
phone models, our PRLM phone recognizers use only
monophones, while our PPR phone recognizers use
the monophones of each language plus the one hun
dred most commonly occurring right (i.e., succeed
ing) context-dependent phones. This strategy was
motivated by initial experiments showing that con
text-dependent phones improved PPR language-ID
performance but had no effect on PRLM language
ID performance.

PPR language ID is performed by Viterbi-decod
ing the test utterance once for each language-depen
dent phone recognizer. Each phone recognizer finds
the most likely path of the test utterance through the
recognizer and calculates the log likelihood score
(normalized by length) for that best path. During
some of the initial experiments, we found that the log
likelihood scores were biased; i.e., the scores from one
of the language recognizers were higher on average
than the scores from another language recognizer. We
speculate that this effect might be a result ofour using
the Viterbi (best path) log likelihood rather than the
full log likelihood across all possible paths. Alterna
tively, the bias might have been caused by a language
specific mismatch between the speakers or text used
for the training and testing. Finally, these biases
might represent different degrees of mismatch be
tween the HMM assumptions and various natural
languages. In any case, to hypothesize the most likely
language in our PPR system, we use a modified maxi
mum-likelihood criterion in which a recognizer-de
pendent bias is subtracted from each log likelihood
score prior to applying the maximum-likelihood deci
sion rule. Thus, instead of finding

we find

where L(pt IAt) is the log likelihood of the Viterbi
path Pt through the language Lphone recognizer, and
Kt is the recognizer-dependent bias, which is set to the
average of the normalized log likelihoods for all mes
sages processed by the language Lrecognizer. The PPR
recognizer for each language runs at about two times
real time on a Sun SPARCstation 10.

Note that PPR systems require labeled speech for
every language to be recognized. Therefore, imple
menting a PPR system can be more difficult than
implementing any of the other systems discussed ear
lier, although Tucker [11] and Lamel [35] have
bootstrapped PPR systems by using labeled training
speech in only one language.

Speech Corpus

The Oregon Graduate Institute Multi-Language Tele
phone Speech (OGI-TS) Corpus [15] was used to
evaluate the performance of each of the four lan
guage-ID approaches outlined earlier. The OGI-TS
corpus contains messages spoken by different speak
ers over different telephone channels. Each message,
spoken by a unique speaker, comprises responses to
ten prompts, four of which elicit fixed text (e.g.,
"Please recite the seven days of the week" and "Please
say the numbers zero through ten") and six of which
elicit free text (e.g., "Describe the room from which
you are calling" and "Speak about any topic of your
choice"). The ten responses contained in each mes
sage together comprise about two minutes of speech.

Table 1 contains a listing of the number of mes
sages per language in each of the four segments of the
corpus: initial training, development test, extended
training, and final test. Our GMM, PRLM, parallel
PRLM, and PPR comparisons were run with the ini
tial-training segment for training and the develop
ment-test segment for testing. Because the Hindi
messages were not yet available when we performed
our preliminary tests, only ten languages were used.
Test utterances of forty-five seconds and ten seconds
were extracted from the development-test segment
according to April 1993 specifications of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [58].

Forty-five-second utterance testing. Language ID was
performed on a set of forty-five-second utterances
spoken by the development-test speakers. The utter-
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Table 1. The Oregon Graduate Institute Multi-Language Telephone Speech (OGI-TS) Corpus:
Nurn ber of Messages for the Different Languages *

Language Initial Training Development Test Extended Training Final Test
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

English 33 17 14 6 72 30 16 4

Farsi 39 10 15 4 8 18 2

French 40 10 15 5 11 2 12 8

German 25 25 11 9 10 5 15 5

Hindi 47 3 13 4 25 11 14 6

Korean 32 17 18 2 3 2 15 5

Japanese 30 20 15 5 0 11 8

Mandarin 34 15 14 6 8 8 10 10

Spanish 34 16 16 4 14 5 11 8

Tamil 43 7 17 3 20 2 19

Vietnamese 31 19 16 4 11 6 13 7

* The number of messages is equal to the number of different speakers used (both male and female). Each message,
comprising roughly two minutes of speech, is a set of responses to ten prompts.

ances were the first forty-five seconds of the responses
to the prompt "speak about any topic ofyour choice."
OGI refers to these utterances as "stories before the
tone," and they are denoted as story-bt. (A tone sig
naled the speaker when forty-five seconds of speech
had been collected, indicating that fifteen seconds re
mained in the one-minute response.)

Ten-second utterance testing. Language ID was per
formed on a set of ten-second cuts from the same ut
terances used in the forty-five-second testing.

During the course of this work, OGI provided
phonetic labels for six of the languages: English, Japa
nese, and Spanish labels were provided first, followed
by German, Hindi, and Mandarin. For all six lan
guages, labels were provided only for the story-bt ut
terances. We compared the GMM, PRLM, parallel
PRLM, and PPR systems by using only the English,
Japanese, and Spanish messages. Additional experi
ments comparing only the GMM, PRLM, and paral
lel PRLM systems used messages in all ten languages.

Though the same OGI-TS messages were used to
train each of the four systems, the systems used the
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training data in different ways. The GMMs were
trained on the responses to the six free-text prompts.
The PRLM back-end language models and the phone
recognizers for the parallel PRLM and PPR systems
were trained on the story-bt utterances.

For the PRLM system, three different English
front ends were trained:
• A phone recognizer was trained on the phoneti

cally labeled messages of the OGI-TS English
initial-training segment. Models for forty-eight
monophones were trained.

• A second phone recognizer was trained on the
entire training set (except for the shibboleth
sentences) of the telephone-speech corpus de
veloped jointly by NYNEX, Texas Instruments,
and MIT (referred to as the NTIMIT corpus)
[59]. The data comprised 3.1 hr of read, labeled
telephone speech recorded with a single hand
set. Models for forty-eight monophones were
trained.

• A third phone recognizer was trained on
CREDITCARD excerpts from the Switchboard
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Table 2. Results (Percent Error) Comparing All four Systems for Two-Language, forced-Choice
Identification of Utterances of forty-five-Second and Ten-Second Duration

System English-Japanese English-Spanish Japanese-Spanish

45 sec 10 sec 45 sec 10 sec 45 sec 10 sec

GMM 17 16 17 16 35 36

PRLM2 6 12 3 15 12 22

Parallel PRLM 9 10 3 12 6 10

PPR 6 8 3 8 15 13

Standard deviation3

, Over all three language pairs
2 Using the Switchboard corpus
3 With the assumption of a binomial distribution

Average1

45 sec 10 sec

23 23

7 16

6 11

8 9

4 2

corpus [60]. The data comprised 3.8 hr ofspon
taneous, labeled telephone speech recorded with
many different handsets. Models for forty-two
monophones were trained.
For the parallel PRLM system, we conducted fur

ther tests after the initial comparisons were completed
and as the OGI-TS extended-training segment and
Hindi messages became available. The system's single
language front ends were eventually trained in six lan
guages: English, German, Hindi, Japanese, Manda
rin, and Spanish. Language-model training was
performed on the union of the initial-training, devel
opment-test, and extended-training segments. Test
utterances were selected according to the March 1994
NIST specification [58] with both forty-five-second
utterances and ten-second utterances extracted from
the final-test set.

Experiments and Results

We compared the four algorithms by performing
two-alternative and three-alternative, forced-choice
classification experiments with the English, Japanese,
and Spanish OGI-TS messages. This first set of ex
periments used the initial-training data for training
and the development-test data for testing, as defined
in Table 1. For the two-alternative testing, one model

was trained on English speech and another on Japa
nese speech. Test messages spoken in English and

Japanese were then presented to the system for classi
fication. Similar experiments were run for English

versus Spanish and Japanese versus Spanish. For the
three-alternative testing, models were trained in all
three languages, and test messages in all three lan
guages were presented to the system for forced-choice
classification. Tables 2 and 3 show the results for all of
these experiments. In the tables, the averages were

Table 3. Results (Percent Error) Comparing
All four Systems for Three-Language,

forced-Choice Identification of Utterances
of forty-five-Second and Ten-Second Duration

System English-Japanese-Spanish

45 sec 10 sec

GMM 35 36

PRLM1 10 27

Parallel PRLM 8 15

PPR 14 15

Standard deviation2 6 3

, Using the Switchboard corpus
2 With the assumption of a binomial distribution
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Table 4. Full Ten-Language Results (Percent Error)

System Ten Language1 English-Another Language2 Language Pairs3

45 sec 10 sec 45 sec 10 sec 45 sec 10 sec

GMM 47 50 19 16 20 21

PRLM (NTIMIT) 33 53 12 18 10 16

PRLM (Switchboard) 28 46 5 12 8 14

PRLM (OGI-English) 28 46 7 13 8 14

Parallel PRLM 21 37 8 12 6 10

Standard deviation4 3 2 2

1 Ten-alternative, forced-choice classification
2 Average of the nine two-alternative, forced-choice experiments with English and one other language from the nine

other languages
3 Average of the forty-five two-alternative, forced-choice experiments with each pair of languages from the ten

different languages
4 With the assumption of a binomial distribution

computed with equal weighting per language pair,
and the standard deviations were computed with the
assumption of a binomial distribution. Generally, the
results show that parallel PRLM and PPR perform
about equally. This result is not surprising, because
the major difference between the two systems for
these three languages is the manner in which the lan
guage model is applied. For the forty-five-second ut
terances, Switchboard-based PRLM performs about
as well as parallel PRLM and PPR, though it per
forms worse than parallel PRLM and PPR for the
shorter, ten-second utterances.

Using all ten languages of the OGI-TS corpus, we
ran additional experiments to compare PRLM, paral
lel PRLM, and GMM. (PPR could not be run in this
mode because phonetic labels did not exist for all of
the languages.) The first two columns ofTable 4 show
ten-language, forced-choice results. The next two col
umns show two-language, forced-choice average re
sults for English versus each of the other nine lan
guages are presented. The final two columns show
two-language, forced-choice results averaged over all
of the forty-five language pairs. Approximate stan
dard deviations are contained in the bottom row.
Table 4 shows that parallel PRLM generally performs
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best. Also note that PRLM with a Switchboard front
end performs about equally to PRLM with an OGI
TS English front end, but PRLM with an NTIMIT
front end performs rather poorly, perhaps in part be
cause of the lack of handset variability.

Table 5 shows the results of evaluating the parallel
PRLM system according to the March 1994 NIST
guidelines. With the addition of Hindi, the first two
columns refer to eleven-alternative, forced-choice
classification, the next two columns refer to an aver
age of the ten two-alternative, forced-choice experi
ments with English and one other language, and the
last two columns refer to an average of the fifty-five
two-alternative, forced-choice experiments using each
pair of languages. Six front-end phone recognizers
(English, German, Hindi, Japanese, Mandarin, and
Spanish) were used for this experiment. This second
set (and all subsequent sets) of experiments used the
initial-training, development-test, and extended
training data for training, and the final-test data for
testing, as defined in Table 1. Table 5 shows the re
sults for our first pass through the final-test evalua
tion data; i.e., for these results there was no possibility
of tuning the system to specific speakers or messages.
For discussion of a live demonstration system that
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Table 5. Parallel PRLM Results (Percent Error)
Using March 1994 NIST Guidelines

Eleven Language
45 sec 10 sec

English-Another Language
45 sec 10 sec

Language Pairs
45 sec 10 sec

20 30 4 6 5 8

implements the parallel PRLM algorithm, see the
sidebar entitled ''A Language Identification Demon
stration System."

We performed further analysis of our March 1994
NIST results to determine the effect of reducing the
number of front-end parallel PRLM phone recog
nizers. Figure 9 shows the results of the eleven-lan
guage classification task: part a shows that reducing
the number of channels generally increases the error
rate more quickly for the ten-second utterances than
for the forty-five-second utterances; part bshows that
using only one channel, no matter which one it is,
greatly increases the error rate; and part c shows that
omitting anyone of the six channels has only a small
impact.

Finally, we measured the within-language perfor
mance of three of the PPR front-end recognizers; i.e.,
we tested the English recognizer with English, the
Japanese recognizer with Japanese, and the Spanish
recognizer with Spanish. Table 6 shows the within
language phone-recognition performance of these
three PPR recognizers. The results are presented in
terms of the error rate, calculated by summing three
types of errors: substitution (a phone being mis
identified), deletion (a phone not being recognized),
and insertion (a nonexistent phone being recog
nized), and dividing the sum by the true number of
phones. Note that for each language the number of
equivalence classes (i.e., classes of similar phones that
are, for the intent ofscoring, considered equivalent) is

•
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FIGURE 9. Performance of the parallel PRLM system using fewer than six front ends: (a) the average effect of reducing
the number of channels, (b) the effect of using only one channel, and (c) the effect of omitting anyone of the six
channels.
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A LA GUAGE IDE TIFICATIO
DEMO STRATIO SYSTEM

A EAR-REAL-TIME live-demon
stration version of the parallel
PRLM system has been imple
mented at Lincoln Laboratory. A
guest dials an ordinary telephone
to connect through the public
switched telephone network to
the analog-to-digital converter of
a Sun SPARCstation. The guest
then speaks a short unerance. The
resulting speech signal is con
verted to a sampled data stream
and sent in parallel to several other
SPARCstations, each of which
performs phone recognition in a
single language followed by lan
guage modeling. The results are

sent back to the controlling work
station for final analysis and dis
play. A computer-based speech
synthesizer informs the guest of
both the maximum-likelihood
language hypothesis and the sec
ond-best guess. The guest can
then review the phone sequences
created by each of the phone
recognizers and listen to the corre
sponding speech to gain bener
insight into the operation of the
language-ID system. The monitor
image shown in Figure A is typical
of the display seen by the guest.

In this example, a guest spoke a
message in German. Below the

waveform display are three paral
lel time-aligned phone transcrip
tions: the bottom transcription is
the output of an English phone
recognizer, the middle is from a
Japanese phone recognizer, and
the top is from a Spanish phone
recognizer. The bar graph shows
the final language-ID likelihood
scores. The hypothesis in this case
was correct; German was the lan
guage of the message, with En
glish coming in second.

The graphical user interface
was implemented by using the
WAVES+ package from Entropic
Research Laboratory.
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FIGURE A. Monitor display showing typical results of the language identification system. A message
spoken in German is properly recognized by the system as German, with English as the second most
likely hypothesis. Phone transcriptions for English, Japanese, and Spanish are also shown.
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Table 6. Phone-Recognition Results for Within-Language Performance of
Individual PPR Front-End Recognizers

Phone Tokens' Insertions Substitutions Deletions Correce Monophones Phone Classes Error Rate
Recognizer (number) (number) (number) (number) (number) (number) (number) (percent)

English 8269 966 2715 1120 4434 52 39 58.1

Japanese 7949 864 945 1730 5274 27 25 44.5

Spanish 7509 733 1631 1021 4857 38 34 45.1

1 Number of actual tokens in the test set
2 Number of phones identified correctly

smaller than the number of monophones. The ten
second utterances from the development-test set were
used to evaluate the phone-recognition performance.
For these evaluations, the phone networks included
all context-independent and right-context-dependent
phones observed in the training data. The results
shown in Tables 2 and 5 indicate that the individual
phone recognizers do not need to obtain a low phone
recognition error rate in order for the overall PRLM,
parallel PRLM, and PPR systems to achieve good lan
guage-ID performance.

We believe that although not verified experimen
tally, our PRLM phone recognizers, which do not
employ any context-dependent phones, have even
higher error rates than our PPR phone recognizers.
Given that belief, we found it interesting that the out
put from the PRLM phone recognizers could be used
to perform language ID effectively. Several prelimi
nary studies indicate that mutual information, as op
posed to phone accuracy, might be a better measure
of front-end utility. As suggested by H. Gish [61],
mutual information of the front end measures both
the resolution of the phone recognizer and its consis
tency. Consistency, rather than accuracy, is what the
language models require; after all, if phone a is always
recognized by a two-phone front end as phone b, and
phone b is always recognized as phone a, the accuracy
of the front end might be zero but the ability of the
language model to perform language ID will be just
as high as if the front end has made no mistakes. That
bigram performance is better than unigram perfor
mance might be due to the fact that we can recognize

bigrams consistently even though we can rarely recog
nize them accurately.

Additional Experiments

Because of the encouraging preliminary results for
our parallel PRLM approach, we focused our atten
tion on ways of boosting the system's language-ID ca
pabilities. In this section, we report on efforts to use
gender-dependent phonotactic weighting and dura

tion tagging to improve the language-ID perfor
mance of parallel PRLM.

Gender-Dependent Channels

The use of gender-dependent acoustic models is a
well-known technique for improving speech-recogni
tion performance [62-64]. We were motivated to use
gender-dependent front ends and back ends for two
reasons: (1) gender-dependent phone recognizers
should produce a more reliable tokenization of the in
put speech relative to their gender-independent coun
terparts; therefore, n-gram analysis should prove
more effective; and (2) the acoustic likelihoods that
are output by gender-dependent phone recognizers
could be used to weight the phonotactic scores that
are output by the interpolated language models. This
weighting procedure would represent our first use of
acoustic likelihoods in a PRLM-type system.

The general idea of employing gender-dependent
channels for language ID is to make a preliminary de
termination regarding the gender of the speaker of a
message and then use the confidence of that determi
nation to weight the phonotactic evidence from gen-
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Interpolated language models
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language
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FIGURE 10. Example of gender-dependent processing for a channel with an English front end. The acoustic likelihoods
p(x IAm) for male speakers and p(x I~) for female speakers (where x is the unknown message) are used to compute Wm'

WI' and Wgj , which are the respective weights for the male, female, and gender-independent channels.

where \v,n' Wi-, and ~i are the weights for the male,

where p(x IAm) is the likelihood of the best phone
state sequence given the male HMMs, Am' and
p(x IAf ) is the likelihood of the best phone-state se
quence given the female HMMs, A f . Observing em
pirically that the cutoff between male and female
messages is not absolutely distinct and does not al
ways occur exactly at Pr(male Ix) = 0.5, we use
Pr(male Ix) to calculate three weights:

der-dependent channels. Figure 10 shows a diagram
of the system for English front ends.

During training, three phone recognizers per
front-end language are trained: one from male
speech, one from female speech, and one from com
bined male and female speech. Next, for each lan
guage I to be identified, three interpolated n-gram
language models are trained, one for each of the front
ends. The language models associated with the male
phone recognizer are trained only on male messages,
the female language models only on female messages,
and the combined models on both male and female
messages.

During recognition, an unknown message x is pro
cessed by all three front ends. The acoustic likelihood
scores emanating from the male and female front
ends are used to compute the a posteriori probability
that the message is male:

Pr(male Ix) = p(x IAm) ,
p(xIA m ) + p(xIA f )

_ {pr(malelx) - K
Wm - 1- K

o

{

K - Pr(male Ix)

Wf = K
o

{

1- W
W. = mgl

1- Wf

if Pr(malel x) ~ K

otherwise

if Pr(male Ix) < K

otherwise

if Pr(male Ix) ~ K

if Pr(male Ix) < K
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1.0 ..---------,.~--------""7I

FIGURE 11. The three weight functions Wm, WI' and Wg;

determined by the gender-dependent processing system
shown in Figure 10. The value of each weight is a func
tion of Pr(male Ix).

Perftrmance Results ofEnhanced System

The use of gender-dependent phonotactic weighting
and duration tagging has resulted in a modest im
provement in language-ID performance, as shown in
Table 7. The table compares the performance of five
parallel PRLM systems using the 1994 NIST guide
lines:
• Baseline: our first-pass six-channel system from

the March 1994 evaluation.
• New baseline: a newer version of the baseline

system with better silence detection and a better
set of language-model interpolation weights
(a2 = 0.599, a, = 0.4, and ao = 0.001).

• Gender: a 16-channel system having three front
ends (one male, one female, and one gender in
dependent) for English, German, Japanese,
Mandarin, and Spanish, and one front end for
Hindi. (There was insufficient female speech to
train gender-dependent front ends for Hindi.)
The results shown in Table 7 represent an at
tempt to use the gender-dependent acoustic
likelihoods that are output by the front-end
phone recognizer to improve the phonotactic
scores output by the n-gram language models.

• Duration: a system that uses a simple technique
for modeling duration with -5 and -L tags.

• Gender and duration: a system that combines
the above gender and duration enhancements.
Tables 8 and 9 show confusion matrices for the

forty-five-second and ten-second utterances, respec
tively, for a parallel PRLM system with gender-de
pendent and duration processing. Each row shows
the number of utterances truly spoken in some lan-

tions for each phone emitted from each recognizer is
compiled and the average duration determined. An
-L suffix is appended to all phones having duration
longer than the average duration for that phone, and
an -5 suffix is appended to all phones having duration
shoner than the average duration for that phone. This
modified sequence of phone symbols is then used in
place of the original sequence to train the interpo
lated language models. During recognition, we use
the duration thresholds determined during training
to apply the same procedure to the output symbols
from the phone recognizer.

1.0K

Pr(malelx)

0.0 1<...- .....><: ----'"

0.0

where Al is the interpolated n-gram language model
trained by passing male-spoken lanfuage I speech
through the male phone recognizer, Ai is the interpo
lated n-gram language model trained by passing fe
male-spoken language I speech through the female
phone recognizer, and A7i

is the interpolated n-gram
language model trained by passing both male- and fe
male-spoken language I speech through the gender
independent phone recognizer.

Duration Tagging

On advice from W Mistretta at Lockheed-Sanders
[65], we have begun to use duration tagging to im
prove the language-ID performance of our parallel
PRLM system. Duration tagging makes explicit use
of phone-duration information that is output from
the front-end phone recognizers. Our version of the
Lockheed-Sanders approach for using duration infor
mation is shown in Figure 12. In the system, training
data for all languages are passed through each of the
front-end phone recognizers. A histogram of dura-

female, and gender-independent channels, respec
tively, and K is a constant that is set empirically dur
ing training (typical values range from 0.30 to 0.70).
The weight functions are shown graphically in Figure
11. The W values are used to weight the phonotactic
language model scores as follows:
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English-phone
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Model for
Tamil Hypothesized

language

To
language
models

hrom pone
recognizer Duration-tagged symbol

Phoneme Duration threshold 1(sec)
AA 0.10 Duration ... HH-S AW-L ...
AE 0.10 ~

quantizer
AW 0.13
HH 0.08
IX 0.05

F

,-------------------------------------------------------l
Symbol name Duration

\ I
... (HH, 0.03) (AW, 0.18) ...

FIGURE 12. One approach to duration tagging in which an -L suffix is appended to all phones having duration longer
than the average duration for that phone, and an -5 suffix is appended to all phones having duration shorter than the
average duration for that phone. This modified sequence of phone symbols is then used in place of the original se
quence to train the interpolated language models.

guage; each column shows the number of utterances
classified by the system as spoken in some language.
Thus entries along the main diagonal indicate utter
ances that were identified correctly; off-diagonal en
tries indicate errors. From studying the confusion
matrices, we see that errors are not necessarily corre
lated with the linguistic closeness of the language pair
involved. For example, there are many more Spanish/
Hindi confusions than Spanish/French confusions.
This result may be due to the small size of the test cor
pus, which limits our confidence in these statistics.

The confusion matrices in Tables 8 and 9 also pro
vide evidence that the parallel PRLM system has
trouble with non-native speakers of a language. For
Spanish, an expert Spanish dialectologist listened to

each message and classified the dialect of the speaker
[66]. Although most of the Spanish speakers were na
tives of Spain or Latin America, some were born and/
or raised in other countries (e.g., the United States
and France). Of the thirteen Spanish speakers identi
fied correctly in Table 8, ten were native speakers and
three were not. Of the four Spanish speakers identi-
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Table 7. Parallel PRLM Results 1 (Percent Error) with Several Enhancements

System Eleven Language English-Another Language Language Pairs

45 sec 10 sec 45 sec 10 sec 45 sec 10 sec

Baseline 20 30 4 6 5 8

New baseline 14 26 5 3 4 7

Gender 13 23 2 4 3 6

Duration 14 23 2 5 3 6

Gender and duration 11 21 2 4 2 5

Standard deviation 3 2 2 <1 < 1

1 The first two columns are for eleven-language, forced-choice classification. The next two columns
show the average of the ten two-alternative, forced-choice experiments with English and one other
language. The last two columns show the average of the fifty-five two-alternative, forced-choice
experiments using each pair of languages.

fied incorrectly in Table 8, all were non-native and
one was non-fluent.

We have also investigated other enhancements. Al
though the phone-recognizer acoustic likelihoods
used in gender weighting are already being calculated

as part of the phone-recognition process (and hence
the information is readily available), we have begun to

use a simpler GMM-based algorithm for making the
gender-ID decision. The GMM-based approach to
gender ID yields language-ID performance compa-

Table 8. Confusion Matrix for forty-five-Second Utterances for a Parallel PRLM System
Using Both Gender-Dependent and Duration Processing

English Farsi French German Hindi Japan. Korean Mand. Span. Tamil Viet.

English 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Farsi 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

French 2 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0

German 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hindi 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0

Japanese 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0

Korean 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0

Mandarin 0 0 0 0 0 2 14 0 0 0

Spanish 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 13 0

Tamil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0

Vietnamese 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13
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Table 9. Confusion Matrix for Ten-Second Utterances for a Parallel PRLM System
Using Both Gender-Dependent and Duration Processing

English Farsi French German Hindi Japan. Korean Mand. Span. Tamil Viet.

English 61 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0

Farsi 2 47 3 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0

French 5 0 41 9 2 3 0 0 0

German 3 3 2 53 0 0 0

Hindi 3 2 0 2 51 0 0 5 0

Japanese 0 0 2 0 2 49 2 0 5 0

Korean 0 2 0 0 34 0 0 6

Mandarin 0 4 0 3 2 40 0 0

Spanish 2 6 2 0 0 40 4

Tamil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 0

Vietnamese 2 2 0 3 0 0 3 34

rable to our original approach, but allows for a more
reliable separation between male and female speakers
and obviates the need for computing the K factor. In
other research, the use of even more fine-grain dura

tion tags has been studied by us and by Lockheed
Sanders. Both groups have found that the quantizing
of duration into more than two values (-S and -L)

does not improve language-ID performance.

Summary

This article has reviewed the research and develop
ment of language-ID systems at Lincoln Laboratory.
We began by comparing the performance of four ap
proaches to automatic language ID of telephone
speech messages: Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
classification, single-language phone recognition fol

lowed by language modeling (PRLM), parallel
PRLM, and parallel phone recognition (PPR). The
GMM system, which requires no phonetically labeled
training speech and runs faster than real time on a
conventional UNIX workstation, performed the
most poorly. PRLM, which requires phonetically la
beled training speech in only one language and runs a
bit more slowly than real time on a conventional
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workstation, performs respectably as long as the
front-end phone recognizer is trained on speech col
lected over a variety of handsets and channels. Even
better results were obtained when multiple front-end
phone recognizers were used with either the parallel
PRLM or PPR systems. Because the phonetic or or
thographic labeling of foreign-language speech is ex
pensive, the high performance obtained with the par
allel PRLM system-which can use, but does not
require, labeled speech for each language to be recog
nized-is encouraging.

With respect to a parallel PRLM system, we have
shown that the use ofgender-dependent front ends in
parallel with gender-independent front ends can im
prove performance. We have also used phone-dura
tion tagging to improve performance. For forty-five
second telephone-speech messages, our very best
system yields a 11% error rate in performing eleven
language closed-set tasks and a 2% error rate in per
forming two-language closed-set tasks.

As automatic speech-recognition systems become
available for more and more languages, it is reason
able to believe that the availability of standardized
multi-language speech corpora will increase. These
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large new corpora should allow us to train and test
systems that model language dependencies more ac
curately than is possible with just language-depen
dent phone recognizers employing bigram grammars.
Language-10 systems that use language-dependent
word spotters [36] and continuous-speech recog
nizers [45] are evolving. These systems are moving
beyond the use of phonology for language 10, incor
porating both morphologic and syntactic informa
tion. It will be interesting to compare the perfor
mance and computational complexity of these newer
systems to the systems we studied.

For Further Reading

Most sites developing language-ID systems report
their work at the International Conference on Acous
tics, Speech, and Signal Processing (ICASSP), the In
ternational Conference on Spoken Language Process
ing (ICSLP), and the Eurospeech conferences, as well
as in the IEEE Transactions on Speech and Audio Pro
cessing. Also, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) has sponsored a series of evalua
tions for various sites performing language-ID re
search. Specifications and results may be obtained
from Dr. Alvin F. Martin of the NIST Computer Sys
tem Laboratory, Spoken Language Technology
Group in Gaithersburg, Maryland.
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